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R'n'b/reggae and top 40 with smooth lines and rich textures 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop

Crossover, POP: Today's Top 40 Details: As a young man growing up in the Bahamas, Jen Watson had a

dream , as many young men dream, of becoming a singing star. But to Jen, this dream was much more

than a dream; it was a vision that he was to become one of the most talented entertainers on the scene

today. Like most dreams, obtaining it required perseverance, dedication and years of hard work. This

effort, along with his God-given talent, launched Jen on this journey. After joining the Royal Bahamas

Police Force at the age of seventeen (click on this thumbnail to view ), Jen immediately joined the world

renowned Royal Bahamas Police Force Band and was selected as its lead vocalist. He became

affectionately known as the "singing policeman" . Traveling the world with the police band only served to

wet Jen's appetite for entertainment. In recent years Jen performed at many Las Vegas landmarks

including the world famous Caesar's Palace, the exquisitely beautiful Venetian, as well as the Excalibur,

Mirage and Luxor. He acquired South Florida notoriety during his extensive engagement at September's

Nightclub in Ft. Lauderdale while singing with the very popular performing show, September's Band. The

beautiful island jewel of Bermuda featured Jen in a summer long show sponsored by the Ministry of

Tourism. Formerly, Jen opened shows for such noted entertainers as Smokey Robinson, The

Temptations, and The Drifters. Jen self-produced shows, which took him to Germany, Italy, France and

the United States. During this period, Jen recorded and released 2 singles titled Catch Myself and Family

Unit. He was also featured on three released albums, Island Christmas Gold, Island Reggae Gold, Slam

Jammin It Bahamian Style, as well as Jamaica Me Crazy, produced by the Grammy award winners, Inner

Circle, which featured Jen in a duet with the Latin superstar, Jose Feliciano.Jen is currently working on a

new project for circle house records. Now releasing his first original solo CD, Jen Watson, has realized
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the vision he had as a young man. With a voice like silk, and the show-stopping charisma to leave his

audiences on their feet, Jen Watson is an artist on the rise to super stardom.
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